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37 Students Receive Who's Who Recognition
For the first time, students from
this campus will be mentioned in
the annual "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges." Thirty-seven students were selected to represent
the University in the publication.
The publication was founded in
1984 to create national recognition
for college juniors and seniors and
students enrolled in graduate
courses. Each year more than 000

colleges and universities are represented in the publication.
Although only American colleges
and universities are represented in
the annual directory, students from
more than 25 countries around the
world are listed.
Students are selected by faculty
committees on the basis of scholarship, leadership, and cooperation
in educational and extracurricular
activities.

The 37 students who were selected from the University are:
Howard K. Aldrich, Howard M.
Ankney, Barbara J. Baker, Joyce
J. Bednar, Judy J. Bednar, l.iiuly
I*. Brant, Robert J. Buzogany,
Gary L>. Caldwell, Robert \v.
Chism, Brian I.. Cooper, Kathy
Coulett, Kldon R. Kdwards, I.inda
L. Keitz, Corlann (lee, Janet K.
(iravlin, Margaret A. (luenther,
Susan J. Hartline, James T. Hel-

wig, Barbara A. Hursh, Susan K.
Jones, Robert I*. King, Howard K.
Komives, Linda A. McKarland,
Dennis S. Mctiurer, Stephen K.
Markwood, James W. NYchas, William C. Regnier, Robert A. Rice,
Doris C. Scott, Christopher ('.
Seeger, Roger C. Spaeder, Richard
D. Spinetto, Robert F. Sprague,
Kileen A. Tamhellini. George R.
Verber, William H. Violet, and
Sally I,. Williams.

Robert Shaw Chorale Slated 64 winter
Called Mild
For Friday Night Appearance
The world-renowned Robert
Shaw Chorale and Orchestra
will perform at 8:15 p.m. Friday in the ballroom.

MICHIGAN STATE DEBATER STRESSES POINT

Air Force Takes Top Honors
In 16-Team Debate Tourney
The

United

States

Air

Force Academy won first
place honors at the Third Annual National Forensic Honorary Society Debate Tournament held Friday and Saturday at the University.
Represented by Cadet First
Class Aubrey Fargarson and Cadet
First Class Harry J. Pearcc, the
Academy finished ahead of the
other 15 competing colleges and
universities. The Air Force debaters advanced into the semi-final
round being tied for third place
with Michigan State University.
Each team had nine winning and
three losing ballots.
In the semi-finals, the Air Force
debated the affirmative side of the
proposition, "Resolved: That the
federal government should guarantee the opportunity for higher education to all qualified high school
graduates." They defeated Wayne
State University which had a
team score of 11 winning ballots
and one losing ballot previous to
the debate. This automatically
placed the Air Force team in the
finals and Wayne State in the
semi-finals.
Michigan State advanced into
the finals by defeating Butler University in the other semi-final debate. Harlan McGhan and James
Hudek represented Michigan State.
In the championship debate, the
Air Force Academy defeated Michigan State with a unanimous decision of the three judges.
Wayne State and Hutler University tied for third place.
Team trophies went to both the
Air Force Academy and Michigan
State University. Individual superior speaking plaques were given
to Fargarson and Pearce of the
Air Force Academy, McGhan and
Hudek from Michigan State, and
one speaker from Wayne State and
Butler University. Four excellent
speaker plaques were also given.
Dr. Otto F. Bauer, assistant professor of speech and director of
forensics, who was director of the
tournament said he felt that the
tournament was very successful.
"Very strong te»ms were represented by the colleges and universities in attendance," said Dr.
Bauer.
Dr. Bauer coached at the Air
Force Academy from the fall of
1959 to the spring of 1961, when
he came to Bowling Green. He also
coached C/lc Pearce of the Academy when Pearce was a freshman.
Representing Bowling Green at
the tournament were Susan C.
Gray, junior in the College of
Education, and Larry N. Wilder,
junior in the College of Liberal
Arts. Wilder and Miss Gray had
two winning ballots and 10 losing
ballots.
On the affirmative side of the
proposition, they tied Western
Michigan and the University of
Michigan, and lost to Michigan
State University.
On the negative side, they were
defeated by Butler University,
Wayne State University, and the
University of Vermont.
Each team received two ballots

for each debate from two judges
that were present during each
round. Each judge gave cither a
winning or losing ballot to each
of the teams during each round.
Thus, it was possible for a team
to have as many as 12 winning or
12 losing ballots.
The four teams with the highest
team -scores at the end of six
rounds of debate, competed in the
semi-finals, with the winners competing in the finals.

The Chorale's proRram will
include "Jephthah," by Giacomo Carissimi; "Licoeslieder Waltzer. Opus 52." by Johannes Brahms;
and "Mass in I) Minor," by Kranz
Joseph Haydn.
The Shaw Chorale entered Russia in the fall of l'.'tJ2 on a sixweek, .'10 concert cultural exchange
tour. After performing Haydn's
"Mass" in Moscow the group
achieved recognition throughout
the country. When the Chorale left
Russia the comment was made that
"no American musical troupe has
received as warm a reception .since
the famous triumph of Van Cliburn."
The versatile group of singers
and musicians, which has performed everything from Bach composition to Negro spirituals with
success, was begun in 1948,
The Ifi male and IS female singers in the chorale and the 24 musicians in the orchestra all are selected personally by Mr. Shaw.
Knch is reputed to be capable of

Applicants Now Being Sought
By Student Leadership Board
The Student Leadership and
Service Board is in the process of
sending out information to interested candidates for leadership
positions. Information sheets, explaining the availability of positions and the qualifications for
prospective candidates, are being
distributed this week.
These sheets are being sent to
every student counselor of each
dormitory, to the president of each
fraternity and sorority, and to
each freshman with a minimum
grade average of 2.5.
In the past, application blanks
for the positions were sent to
every student with a mimimum
cumulative grade average of 2.5.
Howcre, due to the large number of students qualified, this became an almost impossible task,
stated James T. Ilelwig, chairman
of the Leadership and Service
Board. In order to lighten the
work load of the board, it was decided to cut down on the number
of people receiving the information. Also, instead of sending application blanks to all those eligible, the board is sending information sheets explaining the positions
available, along with the information as to where application blanks
may be obtained.
The board will receive the application blanks and notify the prospective candidate that an interview has been scheduled. The
board screens these candidates and
sends the most qualified, in its
opinion, to Student Council, which
must ratify each appointment.
The Leadership and Service
board make selections of candidates to fill the seven Student
Body Boards, the nine Student
Body Committees, and seven Student Court justices.
Information about these offices
may be obtained at the Student
Activities Office, 105 Moseley
Hall, or by consulting the Student

3 Weekend Debates
Unlv»rmlty dobat* iquadi will
comp*l« In thre» duff "ant lour n a
mtnts Friday and Saturday.
Varsity tournament* are sch*dul«d
lor Georgetown University. Georgetown, Ky.. and al Mississippi Stats
College for Women. Columbus, Miss.
A novics depate tournament Is
scheduled lor Baldwin Wallece ColWas, Berea. Ohio.

Handbook, Helwlg stated.
Application blanks arc due
M«rch 11, at the Student Activities Office.
Sometime during the following
week, interviews will \n> scheduled.
However, this is only tentative and
is dependent upon the number of
applications returned, said Helwig.

Chief Justice Tells
Where Fines Used
A student found guilty and
fined in Student Court grumbles
loudly about "paying the justices"
with his fine money as he leaves
the court after his hearing.
"A common complaint from disgruntcdled offenders is that they
are 'robbed' of their fine money
just to pay u-s justices or the police," said Richard K. Coleman,
chief justice of the Student
Court. "We try to get these students with whom we come in contact to understand that this fine
money is put into a loan fund,
but so many still gripe because
they arc 'paying' us," continued
Coleman.
Elton C. Ringer, comptroller, explained that fine money is kept in
a separate account, and each year
after the Court's expenses arc subtracted, the remainder is transferred to a student loan fund.
Court expenses include bills for
office supplies, postage, telephone
services, and salaries for the
clerks. The justices are not paid.
Additional bills include transportation expense to Toledo for the
Court's annual trip to the Toledo
Municipal Court.
Students who need money to
continue their education are able
to borrow from this loan fund.
Since it is a permanent fund the
borrowers are required to pay back
their loans to continue the fund.
The fund also grows each year
with new contributions from the
organizations donating money to
it.
In the past three academic years
the Student Court has collected
$6,290 worth of fine money. The
majority of this money is given to
the loan fund.
That grumbling fine-payer could
be contributing to a fund he uses
each year for his own benefits.

solo performances of any musical
selection.
Mr. Shaw, born in Red Bluff,
Calif., studied theology at Pomona
College, He earned money for
schooling by wrapping bread, waiting on tables, working in n steel
mill, and giving an occasional sermon.
Ry chance Shaw had an opportunity tit lead the Pomona Glee
Club. The Impression he made on

the director led to his becoming
assistant conductor. Shortly Iherc
after, he was discovered by Kred
Waring--the
-tat!
of
Shaw's
"brilliant" professional music career.
The Chorale's appearance is
sponsored by the Artist Series
Committee, Tickets, priced at 25
cents for student admission and
$2.75 for reserved seats, are on
sale in the Union lobby.

Senior Nominating Committee
Lists Candidates For Election
The Senior Nominating Committee has selected n full
slate of candidates for the March 18 student body elections.
The committee selected the maximum number of candidates
allowed under the Student Body Constitution for the four
Student Body offices and the nine elected positions on Student
Council.
The candidates

for

presi-

dent of the Student Body are:
Howard E. Aldrich, Liberal Arts;
Christopher C. Seeger, Education;
Richard I). Spinetto, Liberal Arts;
and Larry N. Wilder, Liberal Arts.
The candidates for treasurer of
Student Hody are: Robert DoBard,
Business Administration; Kathleen
A. Murray, Education; and James
I'. Oliver, Education.
Running for the office of secretary of Student Hody are; Judy J.
Bednar, Education; Janice L.
Kuchta, Educntion; and Christine
l'reyer, Liberal Arts.
Juniors selected as candidates
for senior representative on Student Council are: Paula J. Cooper,
Liberal Arts; Judith L. (iunn,
Liberal Arts; Jack A. Mauger,
Liberal Arts; Dorothy J. Sullifan,
Education; Marcia J. Sweda, Education; William T. Tsui, Business
Administration; and Dennis K.
Wenrick, Liberal Arts.
Sophomores running for the
three positions of junior representative on Student Council arc:
Donna K. Hlevins, Liberal Arts;
Kathleen M. Cwik, Education; Kent
G. Harbison, Business Administration; Susan J. Horth, Education;
Ray A. Mundy, Liberal Arts; Linda
J. Peiblow, Education; and Sue
Rohrs, Education.
Candidates for sophomore representative on Student Council arc:
M. Beth Alderman, Education;

Judith M. Debelak, Education;
Bryant It. Evans, Liberal Arts;
Kay M. Gibson, Education; Daniel
A. Kleman, Liberal Arts; Richard
N. Seaman, Business Administration; and Gerald E. Zimmerman,
Education.
Robert W. Chism, president of
the Stu.lent Body, said that 12:1
persona expressed interest in running for some position in student
government "Wo were pleased,"
aaid Chism, "that so many able
people wanted to run for offices.
It made the job of selecting the required number of candidates very

difficult"

'Shoes' To Dance
In Children's Play
"The Red Shoes," a children's
play by Hans Christian Andersen,
will be performed by members of
the University Theater at 7:,'I0
p.m. Friday and at 2:30 p.m. Sunclay in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
"The play is a story of a pair of
red ballet slippers which have
magical properties. Whoever wears
the shoes is caused to dance incessantly," said Dr. Harold B.
Obee, play director.
Cast members are Robert N.
Foster, Saundra P. Sharp, Darrell
L. Landrum, Margaret A. Riggle,
and Basil L. Drew.

Scientist Lectures Tomorrow
On Plant, Animal Time Sense
Dr. Sterling B. Hendricks, of the
United States Department of Agriculture, will discuss "Biological
Timing" Wednesday.
Dr Hendricks, national lecturer
for Sigma Xi honorary society, will
present his lecture at 4 p.m. in
140 Overman Hall and at 8 p.m. in
105 Hanna Hall.
The scientist is a "pioneer" in
mineral nutrition of plants research. He has investigated, in his
work on plants and soil condition,
the areas of photochemistry, physiology of flowering, the nature of
clays, and the effects of radiation
on growth and development.
He has been employed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
since 1928.
Dr. Hendrick's lecture will deal
with the innate timing sense possessed by both plants and animals.
All living forms have methods for
measuring time or responding to
passage of definite intervals. The
migration of animals and the dormancy of trees and grass are example of this timing sense. Understanding the cause of this sense
i9 one goal of plant research scientists, who at present offer four
types of explanations. These explanations and their connection to

each other and living things will
be covered in the lecture.
Dr. Hendricks has received the
following degrees : a PhD. in
chemistry from the California Institute of Technology, LL.D. from
the University of Arkansas, and
D.Sc. from the University of
North Carolina.

Dr. Sterling B. Hendricks

"With the exception of the snow
storm on Jan. 18, this winter has
been much milder than the winter
of 1962-63," stated Dr. Lyle it.
Fletcher, associate professor of
geography.
The Jan. 16 snow storm, which
■ lumped approximately six inches
of snow in the city, will be long
remembered by the students of the
University. It marked the first
time in lf> years that classes were
cancelled because of weather conditions.
The brief storm, however, has
been the extent of severe winter
weather this year. Statistics show
the temperature to have dropped
below zero anly five times this
winter- -the lowest recording being
six below. Four of those dnys have
come in December with January
having only one day with the temperature below the zero mark.
"In contrast, the winter of 19fi2fi.'t was one of the worst on record," reports Dr. Fletcher. There
were a total of 21 days with a recorded temperature of zero or
lower — the lowest temperature
renching lfi below.
"A continuous covering of snow
remained on the ground from Dec.
7, 11162 until late in March of
196.1." stated Dr. Fletcher. The
records show this to be the longost
duration of continuous snow cover
for the state of Ohio.
The worst winter on record was
that of 1917-18 when there were
22 days of below zero temperatures. The weather bureau reported the ice on the Great I^akes
reached a depth of fil inches during this cold spell.
Snowfall to date has been normal, amounting to 18 inches as
compared to over double that figure for last winter when the total
snowfall was 43','i inches.
Dr. Fletcher says that even if
slightly above normal snowfall
were recorded the rest of the wintel, total accumulation would fall
far short of last year's figure.
When asked what the future
held in store he replied that winter
was just about over. "We can look
back on a rather pleasant winter,"
he smiled. He went on to say that
little snowfall could be expected
during the remainder of the winter.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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GENEVA—A Soviet-backed
Polish plan to freeze nuclear
weapons in Central Europe has
been reported ready for submission to the West. Communist officials said the proposal
will be presented in diplomatic
notes to the United States,
Britain, France, West Gcrmany, Italy and other Europcan countries. At a later
stage it will be brought to the
attention of the 17-nation disarmament conference.
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ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla.—The
latest sabotage of the Florida
East Coast Railway caused
the Federal Bureau of Investigation to be put on the case.
President Johnson put the
FBI under direct orders to halt
the sabotage that has plagued
the strikebound Florida East
Coast Railway. Johnson said he
was not trying to say which
side is right in the FEC dispute, but that "you and I know
that we don't settle matters in
this way in this country."
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NEW YORK—Economists
and businessmen this week
looked upon the biggest tax
cut in the nation's history as a
mixed blessing. While the bill
likely will trigger a new spur
in overall activity, it may set
the stage for a round of price
increases which would build up
pressures for wage increases
in heavy industries. One businessman said, "we may soon
find ourselves back on the old
wage-price merry-go-round."
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Fraternities Here
In recent years the purpose and actions of fraternities
have come to be a major topic of controversy on college cam-

a touch of greene

to study the fraternity system here.
The image and purpose of national fraternities has changed
since their original founding. Fraternities began as a method
for students to fight the rigid controls that colonial college
administrators placed upon them. Literary societies, with
social intent, were the forerunners of social fraternities.
As these fraternities acquired their own housing, they
became distinct social units on college campuses.
The period between the two world wars was probably the
"heyday" of college fraternities. Social activities took precedence over high scholastic attainments. This was the period
when the fraternities were the main source of social life, the
main sources for men's housing and board, and it was a period
of rapid growth.
After the war the influx of veterans changed the fraternity image. These mature men had "been around" and did not
like to adhere to strict administrative regulations concerning
how they should act. However, their maturity prevented the
situation from getting out of hand.
When the veterans left, the chapters again were left to
the younger, immature men, but the image
still present. This combination of freedom
immaturity has led to the present criticism
This national transition can be brought

of free-living was
from control and
of fraternities.
down to our local

fraternity system. The local fraternities were originally
founded to provide a means of social life and group living for
men of similar interests and goals.
The veteran era on campus came at the same time that the
fraternity system was affiliating with nationals. Led by these
mature men, the fraternity system grew rapidly and confidently. The veteran influence did not end until the last 1950's,
when the last of the Korean veterans left the campus.
The fraternities on campus are again being led by the
younger men. Men who have been brought up in an age of
uncertainty and rapid technological growth. The big question
being asked on many campuses is whether the fraternity concept has been left behind during the big change in the educational system of the nation—with its increased emphasis upon
scholarship and serious study.
Are fraternity rituals archaic as some claim? Do fraternities stifle intellectual development? Arc fraternities no longer
necessary with the increased social life provided by universities?
,
We think fraternities do serve important functions. They
are buffers for the impersonality of large college campuses and
provide a "home away from home" atmosphere. They add color
and spirit to student life. They provide reason for alumni support of and return to the University. The small living units
make it easire for college administrators to maintain discipline. And they do many worthwhile projects throughout the
year, which are beneficial to the University community. For
these major reasons, fraternities should remain important.
The fraternity system on this campus is strong, as evidenced by the large number of men to sign up for rush last
week. Its future strength depends on what its leaders of today
decide to do about the problems which face the fraternity
concept.

** Bu.o,ony

Faculty Senate Reorganized,
New Changes Recommended
First In A SeriM
The newly reorganized Faculty Senate met recently to

U
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Taylor Promotes Campaign
To Inform On Communism
By Don C. Spliltor!
News Reporter
An educational campaign to enlighten the American
people regarding the principles of communism has been an
objective which Wallace W. Taylor Jr., dean of men, has been
promoting since returning from his recent trip to the Soviet
Union.
Dean Taylor, who has been speaking before civic groups
and conferring with educators
hinder rather than promote eduon instruction about communist doctrines, feels that the American people could understand their
own way of life better if they
were able to contrast it to a system baaed upon different precepts.
Because communism poses such
a threat to the free world and to
the United States as the free world
lender, Dean Taylor strongly believes it is important to attempt
to understand communism rather
than reject it as something evil.
In his speech, "Ignorance of
Communism - A National Liability" which he has presented before
several groups since his return,
Dean Taylor states, "Failure to
understand communism for what
it must be paid for with failure
in our practical effort! to cope
with this world threat."
He continues to cite several examples of narrow-mindedness towards communism which tend to

"For That
Certain Someone"
•

elect its officers at a meeting called by the Senate ad hoc committee to implement the provisions of the Faculty Study

Give a Gift Only You
Can Give—
A Pom-RAiT or YOURSELF

Report.
, , ,
Dr. Grover C. Platt, professor of history, was elected

•

chairman of the Senate; Dr. Mclvin Hyman, associate pro-

PORTRAITS BY

fessor of speech, vice-Chairman; and Dr. John K. Davidson, profosM>r of business administration, secretary.
Dr. l'latt will serve SI chairman
of the Senate until June, 1966,
when Dr. Hyman will succeed him
for a one-year term. Dr. Davidson
will serve as secretary for one
term and will bo eligible for reelection for one additional term.
The reorganisation of the Senate was made in accordance with
the report of the Faculty Study
Committee created by the Hoard
of Trustees.
The report:
• stated that "experience with
the type of Senate which Howling
Green has had during the past 20
years or more is often unrewarding at best and downright frustrating at worst."
• indicated that a Senate shall
be organized as a body to represent the faculty and to include
specified administrative officers,
for the purpose of policy-making
in certain limited area? . . . and
for the further purpose of making
studies and offering recommendations to administrative officers
and the Board of Trustees on any
matters germane to the academic
welfare of the institution and the
faculty."
• suggested the acceptance of
two concepts as basic to the success of the Senate. They were:
"the Board of Trustees shall delegate to the faculty and to the
Senate certain policy-making and
certain policy-recommending powers,"
and
in
"any
future
charter or Senate constitution
there, shall be eliminated any refer-

enoc t0 n prcu,iacntinl

authority u>
revoke or unilaterally amend the
properly delegated powers of the
faculty and Senate."
• suKKested the Senate have
the power to frame policy governing eight spocific subjects. A few
of these include, i;radinn and examinations; penalties for academic
dishonesty and cheating; absence
regulations governing students;
student honors and awards; and
academic freedom and tenure.
• included a section concerning the recommending and advising
functions of the Senate, and outlined a system of communication
with the Hoard of Trustees, and it
included a section on the faculty
right to review Senate action.

People-To-People
Donates 150 Books
Ronald E. Reimer, president of
People-to-Pcople, says that approximately 150 books have been
donated to the Asian Foundation,
sponsored by People-to-People.
The donated books will be sent
to San Francisco, and from there
to the countries of Asia for use
by their students. The books, mostly donated by men living in Kohl
Hall, include texts of English, psychology, history, and some of the
sciences. Some of the books are
paperbacks.
There will be another campaign
next month.

HOWARD
Photographer
421 Vi E. Wooil.t
Phone 354 5702

FRATERNITY
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citizens who are ignorant of communism, its nature, ideas, organization, and strategy, are a national
liability."
Although he feels it is important to combat this ignornnce and
promote an understanding of communism, Dean Taylor consider! a
sound understanding and appreciation of the concepts of democracy
vital and necessary prior to a stu#y
of this opposite ideology.

Hi there! Today is such a nice
day that I've decided to become a
columnist. If tomorrow is nice I
think I'll become a fireman.
You know, firemen don't have
the easiest job in the world. They
don't. Really! Do you know that
they sometimes have to get up in
the middle of the night? That is
definitely the hardest job in the
world. I know because I have a
couple of eight o'clocks. And eight
o'clock to me is in the middle of
the night.
I guess it could be worse because I have a couple of friends
who think that 10 o'clock is in the
middle of the night.
Anyway you look at it, the fireman definitely has a miserable job.
I don't think I'll become a fireman
tomorrow. Maybe next week. No,
I don't think I'll be able to then
because I've already made plans
to be a foreign correspondent in
Hawaii. I've told the editor of the
News that I'm going to cover any
major outbreaks that might outbreak there. He informed me that
I'm not.
I don't think that's fair. I think
it is extremely important that the
News have a correspondent in
Hawaii, a.s I told him. Just what
would the News do if Hawaii were
to have a pineapple epidemic and
had no one there to cover it. Why,
it would be just like a boy scout
being unprepared. And you know
what that means. Right! Caught
without a pocket knife.
That would be bad for me because
I don't carry a knife—just a machine gun. Well, I figure that if
anyone ever draws a knife on me,
I'm going to be prepared just like
a boy scout with his ever-ready,
battery-powered, nine inch, handydandy, rusty pocket switch blade.
When he sees my machine gun, he
will fall on the ground and shake.
I don't mean that the boy scout
wil fall on the ground and shake.
He shouldn't be around. He should
be helping old professors across
the street like a good deed-doer.
I mean the guy who might draw a
knife on me should fall down and
shake like a nice, bad guy.
Of course, the guy who draws
a knife on me may be a boy scout
showing me his peachy-keen battery-powerod knife. In that case,

^r

he had better be careful or he is
likely to end up a bullet-riddled
boy scout trying to show me his
peachy-keen knife.
The one thing that has me worried is the person who draws a
howitzer cannon (mighty big gun)
on me. In that case, I might beat
him to the ground shaking. So, I
guess I had better become a columnist. That way I can sit in a
nice plush office with nice plush
secretaries.

Court News |
Dleeal Parking
Kenneth H. Burke, not guilty.
Richard C. Carnahan, first offense, $1 fine. Carnahan was found
not guilty of a second offense
which the court also heard.
David W. Crandall, second offense, $3 fine and ordered to attend three consecutive court sessions in lieu of a driving privilege
suspension.
Eric L. Doner, second offense.
f'.i fine and a one week suspension
of campus driving privileges.
Linda L, Friemering, first offense, $1.
Glenn E. Meikle, was declared
not guilty ufter the court reopened
his case on Feb. 25. Meikle was
tried earlier in absentia and found
guilty. However, the court found
suitable grounds for reopening the
case to hear his testimony.
Ronald L. Neeley, first offense,
fine suspended.
Anthony J. Palmer, first offense, $1 in absentia.
Paul F. Rolf, not guilty.
S. Philip Ryehener, third offense, $.r> and a two week suspension of campus driving privileges.
John Schilleveff, second offense,
fine suspended.
Richard L. Smith, first offense,
$1 in absentia.
Robert E. Traul, second offense,
$;( and ordered to attend three
consecutive court sessions in lieu
of a week suspension of driving
privileges.
Non Reqiittatton
Howard Thompson, first
fense, $25 fine.

Having A Party?
Private Rooms Available for Your Pleasure
"On Top <>/ Alps" (fining room with ai)xicittj of ISO

Dining Room Open
11 a.m.—11 p.m.
Sunday 12 to 7 p.m.

If you are celebrating a birthday or anniversary bo sure to tell our singing waitress.
Playing nightly in our Dining Room. Vorn Sconboig at the
Hammond Organ. Vern will l>c playing your favorite melodies during the supper hour.

Bowling Green
117 North Main Street
Telephone 353-0512

Findlay
3012 N. Main St.

Petti's Gtbine Village
Kedaulant
Member. American Express
-Carte Blanche

Recommended by
Duncan Hmes

volume for the student of
romance languages

SweatShirts
Good Stock on Hand

Special $2.98
Long and Short Sleeve

Special Price in lots
of 12 or more.
10 Days Delivery on
Shirts Not in Stock

TO. s Campus
Corner
College Variety Store

3ouiuafl Greco State TJniwtsUu

b

By John W. Greene
News Columnist

puses throughout the nation. In this issue, we are attempting

902 E. Wooeter St

-ARROW*

From the region made famous in
history and poetry ARROW
brings this distinctive shirting
...Khyber Cloth. Woven
on native looms and
dyed with the incomparable vegetable
madder hues, it is tailored in our own impeccable ivy styling.
Here is a sport shirt
for your wardrobe
that because of its
distinguished appearance might end
up being your
favorite of them all.

$7.95

of.
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The News Looks At Fraternities
Editor's Note:
In presenting this material on the Greeks at Bowling
Green, the News has attempted to make an objective study
including aspects concerning local history, student Opinions
of the system, the Interfraternity Council, Greek housing and
fees, a look at the national scope of fraternities, comments by
University President William T. Jerome III, and a review of a
study made by Dr. Arthur G. Neal, assistant professor of
sociology.
The News has not attempted to teach any conclusions,
but has tried to make the report as objective as possible in
order that each reader may judge for himself.

Sociologist Reviews Attitudes,
Values In University Study
In a study of attitudes and values at the University by
Dr. Arthur G. Neal, assistant professor of sociology, it was
found that, "despite fraternities' absurd rituals, often discussing petty issues at their meetings, and discriminatory practices, they do serve an important mediation function for their

AERIAL VIEW OF PRESENT FRATERNITY HOUSING UNITS

Social Groups
Rated Upon
Various Bases

Educators Throughout Nation
Evaluate Fraternities' Worth

Is it possible to "rate" fraternities? It's generally admitted that
some fraternities on this campus
do have a better image than others.
Hut how does anyone come to the
conclusion that "Theta Theta
Theta" is superior to "Sigma Sigma Sigma"?
According to a News survey, it
isn't easy to state exactly why
some fraternities are considered
better than others.
Most sorority members contacted gave an expected reason—good
appearance of members-for rating
a fraternity highly. When deciding
who to have a mixer with, female
Greeks also consider which group
has the best personality. One coed
said, "Each fraternity has its own
personality, although the member!
may act differently when not in a
group."
Both men and women generally
consider members' grades and positions on campus important when
rating a fraternity.
However, one male independent
offered the view that campus positions just aren't that important
anymore. It's his opinion, that the
"best" fraternity is one that avoids
"the clanish image;" in other
words, the nttitude of the fraternity toward the rest of the campus.
Do the members overdo the 'all for
one tbe hell with the rest of the
campus idea? This opinion was expressed in the affirmative by a
majority of independents interviewed.
Perhaps surprisingly, several
Greeks made the same comment.
One said, "You have to rate the
fraternity by the people you know
who are in it. Some guys actually
have different personalities when
they are in the fraternity group
than when alone."
In one respect, everyone agreed,
no one fraternity seems to dominate the campus at this time. There
is plenty of room at the top.

Greek letter societies had their beginning in 1776 with the founding of l'hi Beta Kappa,
which was originally a literary society and is an honorary scholastic society today. Based on

Greeks Hold
Top Posts
Members of fraternities and sororities occupy a majority of elected
and non-elected positions in student government, leadership honorary societies, and on the staffs of
the two main campus publications.
Of the 20 elected offices in Student Body and Student Council,
16 positions are filled by Greeks.
They also have larger numbers in
non-elected positions in student
government. Five of the seven
chairmen of Student Body Boards
are Greek; seven of the nine nonelected members of Student Council are Greek; and five of the seven
members of Student Court are
Greek.
The Greeks also have a decided
edge in the total membership of
the two main leadership honorary
societies. In Omicron Delta Kappa,
men's leadership honorary society,
where there are 10 Greeks and
nine independents, the edge is not
significant. In Cap and Gown, women's leadership honorary society,
the Greeks have a dominant membership advantage of 11 to one.
On the two main campus publications, the B-G News and the
Key, the Greeks once again are
predominant. Seven Greeks and
two independents fill the top posts
of these two publications.

this society's model, social fraternities grew, beginning with the Kappa Alpha Society in 1825,
to its present size, which numbers nearly two million men in more than 3,600 chapters.
One estimate by a national fraternity spokesman lists an average of 28 per cent of the university and college students in the nation as Greek affiliated.
In an Associated Press poll
conducted last year, which
"looked at l.r>0 campuses," il was
stated that "the fraternity emerged
as particularly strong in the Midwest and South and under fire in
the Northeast. But almost everywhere it is being reformed in varying degrees, either from within or
without."
Within recent years fraternities
have come under the sorutini/.ation of college administrators as
to their basic worth in the present
educational setup. They are being
questioned as to their function,
goals, rituals, exclusiveness. and
contribution to university life.
Fraternities have been abolished
or radically changed on such campuses as Williams College in Massachusetts, Bowdoin College in
Maine, Brown University in Rhode
Island, Stanford University in
California, and the University of
Maine.
At the National Interfraternity
Conference last December in New
York City, Earle W. Clifford, dean
of students at Rutgers University,
stated three criteria conditioning
the future of fraternities on the
American college campus.
These criteria, simply stated,
are: "first, fraternities must be a
part of and not apart from the
university's total educational program. Second, they must be supportive of, not combative with, the
university's educational objectives.
And finally, they must maximize
the uniqueness of the fraternity
experience."
Dr. Miller Upton, president of
Beloit College in Wisconsin, said
recently, "If fraternities lived up
to their potentials and claims, the
college
community
would
be
stronger because of them. If, as
official and accepted organizations
of the college, they do not contribute to the institution's ultimate
ends, then there is no sense in
having them. They must be integrated into the institution, they
must be supervised, and they must
be held to standards."
"From its very inception," said
Theodore W. Zillman, dean of men
at the University of Wisconsin in
an article in last October's Banta's
Greek Exchange, "one of the principal purposes of the American
college fraternity was to promote
human understanding, friendship,
and Drotherhood. This statement of
purpose describes what is still the
unique contribution which the fraternity system can offer to the
young college men of today."
In the same issue of the Greek
Exchange
an
editorial states,
"... a fraternity chapter, even
though there may be some influence from outside, will not differ greatly from the campus on
which it is located. It will reflect
the moral and ethical standards of
the institution of which it is a part.
To do away with it will not cure
the ills and weaknesses that exist,
and it may be found more difficult to control them in dormitories
without the influence of organizations with basic high ideals and
pride of existence."

Fraternity Housing
University Owned
Since the fall semester of 1901, fraternity men have been
living in University-owned housing. Previously, they lived in
in houses located as far as a mile from the University—houses
each fraternity had to purchase and maintain.
Today 585 Greek men live in University-owned housing
and, although they are responsible for keeping the property in
good condition, there is a
group of University employees
that helps maintain each home.
The f»H5 men who live in the
fraternity houses account for
about li.'l per cent of the total
number of fraternity members.
At Bowling Green the cost [or
room in a fraternity house is the
same as that for room in a nonfraternity residence hall.
Although the cost for room is
the same, the cost for furniture
and interior decoration differs between houses as do the fees
charged by the individual groups.
The three main costs involved
include pledge and initiation fees
and dues. Here pledge fees range
from $10 to $30; initiation fees
range from $r>:i to $82.50; and
dues each month range from $K
to $17 (these figures do not in-

clude those fur Delta Lambda social fraternity).
One of the other points that
should be considered includes the
study atmosphere. In a News survey made last year, HO per cent of
tile Greek-affiliated persons contacted said that it wa.s possible to
study in the house during quiet
liours. Similarly, of tbe non-Greek
persons interviewed, SI per cent
felt it was possible to study during
quiet hours in dormitories.
The non-Greek students contacted indicated they felt the
counseling system here was probably the most effective device for
enforcing quiet hours and for
maintaining general decorum. Students living in fraternity houses
felt the closeness between the
group anil the housemother enabled
the housemother to maintain decorum efficiently.

200 Students' Opinions Polled
In News Fraternity Survey
In an attempt to sample student opinion concerning fraternities, the News recently conducted a telephone survey.
A random sampling of the opinion of Greek-affiliated students revealed

that 57.87"

joined

a fraternity

reasons.
Of the non-affiliated students polled, 41.1%
independent for
scholastic
reasons.
The poll sample was obtained by
calling every tenth name in the
University director until 200 students had been reached.
Of the 200 students contacted,
108 were male, and 92 were female. Eighty-three of the 200 were
Greek, while 117 were independent.
Each person contacted was
asked the following questions:
1.) Do you feel that fraternities
have a purpose on a college camJHI.-'.' Are the fraternities on this
campus achieving this purpose?
2.) What is the major reason for
joining a fraternity? (Greek answers only) What is your major
reason for not joining a Greek
group? (Independents only) 3.)
Do you think that the fraternity
system at Bowling Green will become more or less influential?
Students' answers were recorded
and compiled into categories and
percentages. The results are listed
with the actual number in parentheses.

Do fraternities serve as a mediating link between tbe individual
student and the larger social system, or, do fraternities insulate
their members by emphasising
recreation, fun, morality, and having a good time? More specifically,
the study sought to discover, "Do
fraternities facilitate the attainment of the goals of the University, or, do they inhibit. Impede, or
block the attainment of these
goals?"
Concerning the findings, Dr.
Neal said, "Those who arc not
affiliated with a social fraternity
rcjiort more unliu|i|iincss since
coming to the University. The student who is not a member of a
fraternity more often feels that
what he is doing here is a waste
of time. The student who is not a
member of a fraternity is more
likely to feel that few or none' of
the instructors take a personal interest in their students, while fraternity members more often feel
that most or all of their instruct-

ors take a personal Interest in their
studies,
Further, the non-fraternity student is more likely to regard national and international events as
overwhelmingly complex, unpredictable, and chaotic, and, is more
likely to lee the areas of government and business as characterized by unethical practices,
Considering differences in the
conceptions of the University, the
fraternity member more often sees
the basii- function of the University as either the transmission of
the cultural heritage or the creation anil discovery of new values
and new truths. Whereas, the nonfraternity students more often see
the basic function .if the University as "the preparation of students
for their careers." (more of a
trade-school approach to higher
education.)
In the area of political interest
and information, fraternity members demonstrated a greater interest and scored higher in political information as measured by a
HI item scale.
Conversely, the non-fraternity
member scored higher in their distrust of democracy. They more
often perceive hidden communists
in our schools, churches, and government, and, they mure often define American foreign policy its a
failure.

IFC Sets Fraternity Policies
Through Representative Plan
The Interfraternity Council at
the University is one of several
bodies which has the function to
govern student affairs. Guided by
the motto "Strength through Unity," the University IFC, which is
affiliated with the National Interfraternity Council, is composed of
representatives from each of Mic
local chapters on campus.
The members meet every two
weeks at which time representatives of each fraternity discuss the
problems within their own houses
as well as problems facing the entire Greek system. The IFC also
sets policies for the fraternities on
campus, such as mimimum grade
averages and rules for rush.
The University D?C is one of the
youngest in the country, and in
1060 it won the National IFC's
Iron Man Trophy, which is a tro-

phy given fin- having the nation's
most
efficient
Interfraternity
Council.
According to Christopher C.
Secger, IFC president, the main
goal of IFC this year is "to
strengthen the Greek system. The
pairing of two fraternities for
smokers held throughout the fall
semester did much to bring this
about."
In answer to those whose belief
it is that the Gnek system at the
University is weakening, Secger
made the following statements: "'
feel that the all time high of 366
men who are going through rush at
the present time supports the fact
that the Greek system is not weakening, but growing. The formation of a new local fraternity.
Delta Lambda, also shows increased interest in the Greek system at Bowling Green.

for social
remained

•

Do fratsmltiw hare a purpou on a
coll*?* campus?
Yes
H0..V/, (173)
No
18.64 ( 27)

•

Are the fraternities on this campus
achieving thai purpoee?
Yes
74.6'/, (149)
No
25.5% (51)

•

What Is the malor reaion
Joining a lratemlty?
Social
57.8'/, (
Scholastic _ 6.0% (
Status
26.a',', (
Leadership experience
9.6% (

•

participants."
The study, which was conducted this past year, was
based on a sami>ie of approximately 600 Bowling Green students. "Not nil this data has been
Coded or analyzed, but we do have
some basis for comparing fraternity members with nnn-iuembei s."
Dr. Neal said.

What is your malor reason
Joining a Greek group?
Scholastic
. 41.1%
Individualism 31.6'/,
Less expense 16.2%
Less time
11.1%

(or
48)
5)
22)
8)

for not
(
(
(
(

48)
37)
19)
13)

• Do you think the fraternity system
at Bowling Green will become more or
leu Influential?
Increase
. .63.5% (127)
Decrease
8.5% ( 17)
Remain the
same
28.0% ( 56)

"IRON MAN" TROPHY owaid.d IFC in Jan.. 1960. Next to trophy or* Ray
Marvin, past IFC president. Wallace W. Taylor Jr., D«an of m«n, and FJden T.
Smith, past dean of students. Th« rotating trophy Is awarded annually to the
outstanding IFC In the nation.
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Panhel, Interfraternity Councils
Launched By Theta Omega Chi
The University's Greek system has come a long way from its beginning above a grocery
store in 11)16.
The first fraternity recorded at the University was Theta Omega Chi in 1916. It was composed of a small group of men who held their hush-hush meetings above Burkett's Grocery store
in the building now housing T.O.'s Campus Corner store.
World War I put a halt to this first group's activities. Men practically disappeared on
the Howling Green campus.
After the war and the return of men to the campus in
1919, Theta Omega <'hi returned
iti activities. Because of ■ fear
from the administration of Greek
letter groups, the fraternity
changed its name to the See More
In attempting to obtain an to learn about people and about
Society or "Seymore" for short.
They now were permitted to oper- administrative view of Greek organizations. The experience that
one has in these organizations, beate openly on campus. Several
years later the Seymores changed Letter .societies, the News in- lieve me, are real. They are not
terviewed President William make believe. The problems of
their name t" Delhi.
inertia, of gaining agreement, of
In r.'is a second group, calling T. Jerome III, himself a mem- arhieving
effective action are
Itself the Five Brothers, emerged. ber of a social fraternity in much the same
in the microcosm
They were I In- forefathers of the
of a fraternity as in the microcosm
present Sigma Alpha Bpallon na- college.

President Jerome Comments

On Greek Letter Societies

tional social fraternity.
\'.»t to be out-done, the campus
Women formed BWO sororities: the
Seven Sisters in I922| and the Five
Sisters In 1923. These groups were
later to he known as Alpha Phi
and Alpha Xi helta national social
sororities. In late 1929 the forerunner of Delta (iamma social
sorority came to campus, called
Skol.
Greek letter grOUpfl were catching students' interest. The I920'a
:i\\ the introduction of another
group called the Commoners, later
l'i Kappa Alpha national social
fraternity; and the B-Kay ciuh,
now (lamina Phi Itctu national social sorority.
Near the end i»f the 1980*1 an
futei fraternity Council and an
Fntersorority Council were formed.
For the first time the local social
groups were now in position to
make I l>i<l for national status.
The advent of Dr. Frank J.
Prout as University President in
1939 marked tin- beginning Of tremendous fraternity and sorority
growth. The next year Beta (lamina Upsilon. taking Its name from
the initials BGU, WHS founded.
This fraternity was to hecome Sigma Nu national social fraternity in
1946.
The first local irroup to attain
national status was the Commoners, who were installed as l'i Kappa Alpha national social fraternity
in 1!» 12. The Delhis affiliated with
Alpha Tau Omega national social
fraternity the next year.
The rise in the number of affiliated groups was rapid as follows:
Sigma Alpha Bpsilon, 1046; Sigma
Nu. 1940; Kappa Sigma, l!Mfi;
Sigma Chi, 1947; Delta Tau Delta,
1948; Theta Chi, 1048; Delta Upsilon, 1949; /.eta Iteta Tau, 1948;
Phi Kappa Tau. I960; PHI Delta
Theta, I960; Phi Kappa Phi, 1960;
Sigma Phi Bpallon, 1960; Tau
Kappa Bpsllon, 19(8; Alpha Phi
Alpha. 1969; and Iteta Theta Pi.
1962, Delta Lambda was recognized last month hy IKC as a local
fraternity.
Sororities also increased as a
local called Phrutra Itecame Alpha
Gamma Delta in L946. Others were
Kappa Delta. 1946; Phi Mu, 1946;
CW Omega, 1947; Delta Zeta,
I960; and Alpha Delta Pi, 1961.

Put HEW Life
IN YOUR
OLD WATCH!/

When President Jerome was
asked how he felt ahout the fraternity system at Howling Green,
he Hani, "I believe that our system
is better than many Other*. Rut,
stop worrying about systems and
start thinking about the education
that we came here to obtain, and
the University will automatically
improve itself. To me, the only difference between the various fraternities, is their name."
Dr. Jerome added, when asked
what he thought the future held
for the American fraternity system, "I like to think that this system will become even more important in the future, especially if
it sees its opportunities and measures up to them."
The President then described
two opportunities that the fraternity systems have before them.
"As our nation grows in size and
complexity, there will be a greater
need than ever before to preserve
individuality. Vitality in our society thus must depend on ideas
and leadership bubbling up from a
variety of influence centers within
the larger organism called society.
Fraternities thus have an unusual
opportunity to serve as a nexus of
influence centers. Residence halls,
no matter how skillfully managed,
can never duplicate the loyalties,
(he traditions, the sense of individuality characteristics of our better fraternities and sororities. In
brief, the larger, the more complex
our universities grow, the more
significant the Creek Letter organizations become as a link in
the communication process, as well
as a focus for academic achievement.

"The second opportunity of the
Greek letter organizations falls
under the label of leadership or
organization working. In most universities, there is a great deal of
talk about developing people for
leadership roles. Fraternities and
sororities offer a superb laboratory

of the national or world community.
"It is quite conceivable that the
fraternity system may be entering
an era when the contribution that
it can make to education will far
exceed anything it has contributed
in the past. It can make this con.
tributkm in the large universities
by servng as centers of communication, of ferment, and of constructive leadership. The fraternity
system also can preserve student
individuality. It is so easy for uniformity to become a disease when
universities grow in size-simply because it is easier to administer
sameness as contrasted with diversity.
"It is, of course, easy to debunk
brotherhood or sisterhood despite
the fact that fellowship of some
form is the essence of civilization.
It is easy, also, to debunk the leadership learning opportunities, especially when most academicians
regard administration as a necessary evil that anyone can practice.
It is simple, too, to point out the
abuses of fraternities and to emphasize the disappointment of
those who do not become members;
yet all throu-gh life one finds closed
doors and sundry disappointments
and goals that are not reached.
"On an increasing number of
campuses, as you all know so well,
the attacks on the fraternity system are becoming stronger. Accordingly, I expect to derive great
pleasure in accepting the challenge
to prove that new and significant
opportunities lie ahead for the
Greek Letter system. I would get
great satisfaction if here at Howling Green, you (the Greeks) and I
develop the ability and the imagination to give new meaning to our
social fraternity system. I would
like to prove that these organizations, when given good University
leadership, can help us fulfill the
dreams and expectations that we
hold for this great country of
ours."

GET SET FOR SPRING
AT
RALPH THAYER
CHEVROLET

COMPOSITE OF SOME OF THE GREEK SPONSORED

Non-Greeks Sponsor Most Campus Events;
Survey Shows Variations In Roles Of Groups
What role do Greek or^ani/almns play in the .social life
of the University as a whole?
Of the 25 major events that
are offered to University students throughout the year, 44
per cent are sponsored by social
fraternities and sororities. The remaining f>(» per cent are sponsored
by non-Greek groups, the majority
by the Union Activities Organization.
A major social event is defined
in this study as one which may
consist of all-eampus attendance
or participation. It must also concern siime social activity, and have
been listed on the University calendar for 196844.
Kvents and their sponsors are:

NonGrMk

AWS

May Sing—

Major theater productions
University Theater
Pep Kallies—
Spirit and Traditions Hoard
liootcnanny—
UAO
All campus dances—
UAO
Style Show—
Association of Women Students
Homecoming—
UAO and Sophomore class
Artist-Lecture Series—
UAO
Christmas Formal—
AWS
Musical concerts—
Music Department
Best dressed girl—
AWS
Kite Day—
Conklin Hall
Spring Week Knd
UAO
UAO Prom—
UAO

Gr..k
Mud Tug—

Sbrma Phi Epsilon

I'ie Kating Coneat—
Pi Kappa Alpha
(ireek Week—
Panhellcnic Council and
Interfraternity Council
Miss HCSU Contest—
Alpha Tau Omega
Bridge Tournament—
Alpha Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Tau
Bed Race—
Delta Upsilon
Hike Race—
Derby Day—
Sigma Chi
Kappa Sigma
Chariot Race—
lleta Theta Pi
Little 500 Race
Alpha Tau Omega
Dads Day—

WANTED:
interviews with
students capable of
taking on substantial
responsibility early

Lazarus

SPECIAL

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Auto Transmission Overhaul
on
PowerqUdo—Chevrolet
Powerflite—Plymouth
Fordomatic—Ford

$38

pait» extra

(wa» $52.50)

EXPERT
WATCH REPAIRS

Largest Department Store in Ohio
AND A DIVISION OF FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, INC.

Will Interview on Campus

Front End Alignment
and
Front Wheel Balance

PLACEMENT OFFICE
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
MARCH 17 AND 18

$10.95
• Bead Restringing

TUNE-UPS
6 Cyl.—$5.95
8 Cyl.—$7.95

• Ring Sizing
• Engraving
• Diamond Remounting

Dill Jewelers

354 2041

Interviews for these
fields of interest:

capable young men and women. Quali-

Parts Extra

FREE LUBE

• Shaver Repair

129 South Main

Lazarus offers rapid advancement and
exceptional financial opportunity for
ties sought are ability, initiative and

• merchandising

imagination. The Lazarus training

• restaurant management

method puts trainees, early, into

With
OIL and FILTER CHANGE
Phone 353-5751

decision-making positions so that they

• sales promotion

can prepare themselves for executive

• finance

responsibility.

• personnel
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Falcon Cagers Beaten' By Detroit, 104-88
By Neil Sanders
NEWS Spoilt Editor

A hard-fought game is always to be admired but when
self defense become of a
greater concern than the game
itself, basketball is no longer
fun and ceases to be a sport.
Such was the case Saturday in
the University of Detroit Memorial
Building when Bowling Green WU
BEATEN. 104-88, by a big;, tough,
strong, aggressive—oh what the
heck, the word is dirty, Detroit
Titan aggregation.
The Titans used a cage philosophy similar to thai of Duquesne's
two year's ago—beat the opposition to a pulp in the first period
and what's left standing in the
second half won't cause much
trouble.
Bitter? Yes, but we saw the
game and it was one of those
things you have to .see to believe.
You had to see it to believe that
the Titan's Terry Page, a husky

205-pounder, could come up to
the Falcons' Howard Komives
while Butch was shooting a foul
and give him a shove which even
Cassius Clay would be jealous of—
and get away with it without as
much a dirty look from the "officials."
You had to see it to believe that
Tom Baker, Bobby Dwors, and
Rick Coven had to all but fight
for their lives when they made the
mistake of getting a rebound. You
had to see it to believe that Baker
and Dwors could spend more time

The Falcon wrestlers posted
their tenth consecutive winning season Saturday, edging
Western Michigan 15-12 for

Saturday's swim meet in the Natatorium between Ohio
University and the Falcons went "right down to the wire" as
coach Tom Stubbs expected with the Bobcats capturing the
final and decisive event to edge the Falcons, 53-42.
Entering the last event, the 400-yard freestyle relay, Ohio
had a slim 46-42 lead and it appeared that the fired-up Falcons,
who had taken first places in yard freestyle, :51.8; Bou I.euten.
the four previous events, 500-yard freestyle, 5:1(1.7; Kick
might be able to comeback for a Pixloy. 200-yard breaststrokc,
2:211.7; and Schreiber, Pixley,
victory.
Marly Schenk, ami Roger Southworth. 400-yard medley relay,
3:55.1.
Following the varsity meet,
Bowling Green's yearling swimmers met the Bobcat freshmen and
were defeated, 51-25.
Ohio's Jim Mennes set a Natatorium record with his :40.8 in
tho 100-yard freestyle surpassing
the :50.3 mark by all-American
Gary LaPrise in 1061.
Falcon freshman Ron Wood also
posted a pool record with his
1:05.5 finish in the 100-yard
breaststroke and was just shy of
Rick Pixley's varsity record of
1:05.3.
Freshman coach Howie Cornstock, whose squad has compiled
an 8-2 slate, said his swimmers
swam the best they have all season
but could not overcome the powerful Ohio tankers who are probably
one of the finest frosh teams in
the country.

• OLDSMOBILE
• CADILLAC
1013 N. MAIN ST.

Komives now has 1,7.12 point!
in his career and has two games
left to put the record virtually out

Grapplers Win, 15-12

Weller Cracks Varsity Record

Another pool record was 01tablisted by Ohio's Dick Merrit
with a 1:56.2 timing in the 200yard freestyle, just nipping the
old mark of 1:56.4,
The Falcons' Dan Weller broke
the varsity record of 1:57.G with
his 1:57.4 clocking in the 200-yard
freestyle but finished third behind
Merrit and his teammate Doug
Voelz.
Paul Schreiber, swimming the
200-yard backstroke, gained a first
place in 2:11.7. Schreiber has won
that event in 11 of the Falcons' 12
meets this season and has yet to
be defeated in Mid-American Conference competition.
Other Falcons who contributed
first places were Hud Stout, 50yard freestyle, :24.0; Weller, 100-

Butch managed to break Jimmy
Darrow's career scoring record of
1.740 although he had to devote
half of his attention toward ducking haymakers. Triple-teamed most
of the game, Butch was hold to 20,
including 11 in the first half when
he sank just one field goal and
even that one didn't come until just
7:08 remained.

10th Straight Winning Season

Bobcats Edge Swimmers, 53-42;

The strong Bobcat freestylists
swam the relay in ,'1:27.5 to break
the 3:28.8 natatorium record set
by Miami last year to assure the
win.

picking themselves off the floor
then playing basketball.

—

PHONE 353-8921

A TEAM EFFORT
SKILLED HANDS
PRESCISION EQUIPMENT
GENUINE GM PARTS

their sixth dual meet victory
against five defeats.
Dave Kile, the Falcon's 123pounder, and the Bronco's Dan
Underwood clashed in the opening
match and battled to a 2-2 draw.
Next. Western Michigan's Carl
I.atota outwrestled Kay Steely,
8-2. in the 1.10-pound class, and
I.atora's teammate Pat Harrington made it two in a row for the

Broncoa by whipping Floyd Wombold in the 137-pound match. 0-3.
Steady Bill Regnier halted the
Bronco streak by drawing with Bill
Shell.MI. ti-li, in the 117-pound
category, and set the stage for the
Falcon comeback.
The three highly-touted Bowling
Green sophomores took over ami
scored three consecutive decisions.
Falcon Jim Moore shutout his
157-pound opponent Steve Cloud,
0-0, to start the surge. Dennis
Palmer kept it going as he squeaked by Dennis Brandt, 3-2. in the
167-pound division. Rich l.ee completed the cycle by routing Joe
Cologross, 6-1, in the 177-pound
class.
In the heavyweight match, Bowling Green's Mel Foels protected his
team's three point lead by drawing
with Don Shelton, 1-1.
The Falcons are making final
preparations for the Mid-American
Conference Championships to be
held at Athens this week end.
Given a good chance of placing
in that event are Bowling Green's
Dave Kile (8-2-2), Bill Regnier
(5-1-3), Jim Moore (5-4-1), Dennis Palmer (10-3), and Rich l.ee
(11-1). Recently activated M.I
Foels appears to he a dark horse
in the heavyweight division.
The Bowling Green freshman
wrestling squad lost to the Bronco
frosh, 19-!), in the match preceding the varsity contest. Jim HeComber, Warren Hartman, and
Jim Devolder copped decisions for
the Falcon yearlings.

Lacrosse Drills Open
Draws 45 Candidates
Any students interosted in trying out for the lacrosse team are
encouraged to see coach Bob
Cheney immediately. Practice began last Monday with 15 players
turning out.
The stickmen, 3-2-1 in the initial season last year, open the season against the Oberlin JV's,
March 21. Practices are daily from
3:45-5:45 p.m.

of sight. His nation leading average fell from 36.1 to 35.8, still
far ahead of his nearest competitors.
For the first time this season.
Butch was outscored by a teammate. Baker stuffed in a personal
collegiate high of 32 points in a
tremendous effort. The 6-5 veteran forward has totaled i*S points
in his last four games to bring
his average up to 1 1.0.
Baker continued to hit at a record-breaking pace from the floor,
meshing II of 22 attempts. He has
made 130 of 240 shots for a .541
percentage, well ahead of Darrow's
,491 field goal percentage record
set in 1050-60. Baker also leads
the MAC in record-breaking fashion, hitting .501.
In addition, "Bakes" grabbed a
game-leading 10 rebounds to better Detroit's Dick Dlllc, the nation's third leading rebounder.
Dzik, who uses his weight (215
pounds) whereas Baker uses position, pulled down 16 retrieves, just
below his average of 20.S.
The Titans cracked the century
mark for the tenth time to better
their average of 06.1 (.second in
the nation). Dzik (pronounced
Zik), Doric Murrey, and senior
guard Al Cecil, each shared scoring
honors with 19 points.
Cecil got in the record-breaking
act with Komives when be became
the highest-scoring guard in Detroit history with 1,075 points midway through the .second half.
The Falcons defeated Detroit in
the regular season football game
last fall, 27-14. We counted 31
first downs Saturday, several more
than in the earlier gridiron clash.
The Titans fielded a team averaging 205 pounds per man.
You bad to see it to believe it.

"HEY. SOMEONE GET ME OFF THIS CEILING!"
Falcon diver Gary Shell seem* to bo suup<mded from Natatorium celling bul
Is actually just about to unfold from hut reverse facknife dive In Saturday's meet
with Ohio. Shell finished third.

18-Game Home Court String Threatened

NIT-Bound Blue Demons Invade
Ninth-ranked DePaul, 20-2
and the early favorite for the
National Invitational Tournament (NIT), conies to Anderson Arena Thursday hoping to
terminate the Falcons' 17game home winning streak.
The Falcons, victorious in nine
of their last 11 outings, have beaten 11 straight foes at home thus
far this season and dropped six
more ill a row last year after falling, 61-56, to Ohio University on
Jan. 5, 1063.
Since the stunning loss to the
Bobcats, national cage power's such
as Loyola, Notre Dame, Duquesne,
Niagara, and Canisius have failed
to accomplish what DePaul will
be trying to do.
Del'aul has been a relative surprise this season. Although 16-8
last season, the Blue Demons lost
I luce starters including 6-0 Bill
I'elics and like the Falcons were
given just a fair chance of breaking even.
They wasted little time, however, in making believers out of
their greatest critics, winning 13
straight games and climbing into
the nation's top ten.
Iiouisville, a team Del'aul bcMit
in its most recent outing, 70-66,
dropped the Blue Demons from the
elite list of unbentens, winning
83-79 at Chicago. The other de-

.at

' j

feat was to upstart Memphis
State, 08-67, in one of the season's
most startling upsets.
The Demons hold prestige wins
over Indiana, 85-78, Msrquette,
00-70 and 72-60, defending NIT
champion
Providence,
82-64,
Xavicr, S6-S0, and St. Bonoventure, 81-70.
DePaul and the Falcons have
met three common foes, Notre
Dame, Canisius, and Western On-

Rick Coven

tario. DePaul defeated all three,
besting Notre Dame, 00-75, Canisius, 162-79, and Ontario, 0S-5S.
The Falcons lost to Notre Dame,
70-65, bul dumped Canisius, 94-62,
nnd Antario, 87-87,
Although injured for much of
Ihe campaign, 0-2 senior forward
F.mnictto Bryant is the Blue Demons' leading scorer with a IK.-l
ppg. average, followed by 6-1
Jesse Nash, 17.6, 6-2 Jim Murphy,
16.6, 6-1 Dennis Freiind, 13.2, and
6-10 Dave Mills, 12.0.
Mills is the tallest man the Falcons have faced this season and
probably will cause some trouble
in the rebounding department.
The Falcons will be led once
again by the nation's leading scorer, Howard Komives, averaging
.'15.8, but Butch has been getting
u lot of help the last four or five
games.
Coach Warren Srhollcr singled
out sophomore surprise Kick Coven
as a key part of the Falcons' lato
improvement. "That boy has made
Ihe difference," stated Scholler.
"The team hain't been the same
since ('oven took over when I.eroy
(lfaywond, the Falcons' regular
pivottnan) was injured against
Kent five games ago."
Coven has averaged eight points
and over 10 rebounds since gaining a starting berth, although playing only about 25-110 minutes a
game.
Scholler was careful to add that
(oven hasn't been the only factor
in the Falcons' late surge. "The
hot shooting of Tom Baker, the
maturing of Nick Aloi, and the
rebounding and scoring of Bobby
Dwors, have also played a key
role," offered Scholler who is now
assured of at least a winning season in his initial year as head
coach.
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Always fit beautifully!
Always wear beautifully!
Burdettte Doty, service manager, checks combustion
efficiency with our Sun Scope Motor Tester.

FREE CHECK-UP
Call us for an appointment to have your car's engine
performance electronically analyzed on our Sun Scope
Motor Tester. No charge except for parts and labor authorized by you.
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$ $ FIVE DOLLARS $ $
In Trade— Good In Any Department Anytime
If your B.G.S.U. Car Registration Number appears in
the box, present this ad to us
when you come In.

Every skillful stitch,
size, shade, sheerness

the "900

n

must be Cannon-perfect,
Cannon-consistent—
to earn the trusted
Cannon label.
CANNON

To be sure of wear, fit
and beautyget Cannon Stockings at

University Bookstore
—In the Union—

FREE glasses of Ginger
Beer-Fri., Sat. and Sun.
Try The New Hoagi
Sandwich. It's Great!

The B-G New.
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BG Briefs . . .
I'i Sigma Alpha, national political science honorary society, is
now accepting applications for
membership. Applicants must have
a .'t.O accumulative point average
in all political science courses, at
least i" semester hours of political science courses, and rank in the
upper .'!.r> per cent of their college
class.
People interested in applying
should contact the political science department, Wooster House,
or Charles ... Meyer, Rodgers
Quadrangle.

•

*

•

New officers of Phi Mil social
sorority are as follows: Linda A.
Holt, president; Dianne Armstrong*
/ice president; Cynthia ('. I/ove,
recording secretary; Carol I-. Lohr,
corresponding secretary; Mary C.
Snyder, treasurer; Susan .1. Pryor,
Panhellenic Council representative;
Patricia J. It ay nor. scholarship
chairman; Barbara •'. GanthoItSj
Btandarda chairman; Virginia 1-.
Main, pledge director; and .loan C.
Rein bolt, education chairman.
• » •
The organisational meeting of
the University chapter of the New
Education Fellowship will be held
nl 3:30 p.m., Thursday, March 6,
in the \Vhit«' DogWOOU R/OOU1 of
the University Union. Interested
students and faculty members are
Invited to attend.

•

*

*

A combined meeting of the Student Education Association, the
Association for childhood Education, and Kappa Helta I'i, national
honorary society in education, will

Students To Serve
As Ambassadors
This summer over r»oo morabers
of University People-to-People, a
national organisation! will become
student ambassadors to Europe,
the Middle East, and Mexico.
Robert N. Prentiss and Daniel K.
Vochem from the Bowling Qreen
People-to People Chapter entered
their applications to compete fur
ambassadorial positions.
The Student Ambassador Program's objective i.s tO meet and
develop the understanding of student counterparts and the citizens
of the countries they visit.
In the United States, students
Selected to participate in the Student Ambassador Program are
those who have actively worked In
their local University People lnPeoplc Chapters. The applicants
nre screened and recommended by
the Student Abroad Committee on
the basis of their work in the
campus chapter, academic, and
extracurricular activities, and for
exhibiting particular interest in
international affairs.
Two major differences separate
the Student Ambassador Program
from tours sponsored by many
t»ther organisations. The Ambassador has more freedom to become
acquainted with the natives of the
country he is visiting. Also, the
students In this program go abroad
primarily to meet other students
ami families.

DOT DISCOUNT
Health & Beauty
Center
Maybclline Eye Mascara
Fresh Deodorant
Old Spice Shaving Cream
Sequin Hair Spray
Brylcroem Hair Drosslng
Chanlilly Liquid Skin Sachet

be held at 7 p.m., Wednesday, in
the Dogwood Suite of the University Union.
"Education in Other Lands" will
be the topic of discussion. Panel
members will be Dr. Michael J.
Flys. Miss Eva-Maria Gabor, Trevor J. Phillips, and William T.
Tsui.

• .

•

Pern, "True Land of Contrast,"
is the country Dr. Robert K. Stinson will present a travelogue of at
7:.'I0 p.m. tomorrow in the Dogwood Suite. The program is the
third in a series of illustrated
travel lectures sponsored by the
Union Activities Organization.

Honorary Society
Plans Newsletter
A newsletter which will he sent
to alumni, math professors, chapter
members and anyone else who is
interested in math, is the prospect
of Kappa Mu Kpsilon, mathematics

honorary society.
Wylie I*\ Faulkner is chairman
of a committee of four who will
puhhsh the paper. Other members
are Mean F. Rust. Robert L Allis,
ainl Robert N. Goldlng.
The newsletter will have five department, with each one supervised

Schweikart, German Lecturer,
To Speak About Native Poetry
Hans Schweikart, a distinguished play director and actor
from Germany, will speak on "The Concept of Freedom in
German Poetry" at 4 p.m. Friday, in the Historical Suite.
Numerous excerpts from German poetry taken from the
period 1800-1960 will illustrate the lecture. The title of the
poems he has selected will not be revealed until the lecture.
Acting, producing, directing, and writing plays compose Schwcikart's theater experience covering a period of fill years.
When 20 years old, he began his
theater career with minor roles in
small German productions. He
achieved fame as an actor in Germany by playing major roles in
theaters such as the famous
Deutsches Theater in Merlin. Then
Schweikart turned to directing
works by Shakespeare, Shaw, and
Mrecht (known German playwright). In addition, Schweikart
has produced and directed Hi films.
At present, the German government is sponsoring his lectures
presented at a small number of
American universities.
German Club anil Gamma Kpsilon, the German honorary society, have changed the date of their
monthly meeting for the purpose
of attending this program.
The lecture, given totally in
German, is open to the public.

by a committee member. Faulkner
is in charge of alumni news, and
Rust will handle the section dealing
with problem and puzzles in math.

Interviews with members <>f the
chapter, alumni and other math
scholars are in the section headed
by (eilding. Allis will develop a
general news section. The fifth section, consisting of reproduction of
original papers and presentations,
will be jointly prepared by all

committeemen.
"The news letter was created for
two reasons." said Faulkner. The
first is to bring information from
the world of mathematics to the
readers and second is to unite these
readers by creating a higher degree
of interest in mathematics."
An appropriate name for the
publication has not yet been decided upon.

Official
Announcements
Attention Senior..! Th» Senior N«wi
lotler will bo distributed today or tomorrow. Pleas* read the Newsletter
carefully because there is Important Information concerning commencement
weekend and graduation. If you don't
receive a newsletter, extra copies are
available at the Information desk In
the union and the Student Activities
Office.
Students whose homes are In the
areas of greater Cleveland. Toledo, or
Sandusky and who have registered for
student teaching in the fall semester.
1964, are to attend a meeUng at 4:30
p.m. Thursday. March 5. In 105 Hanna
Hall.
The meeting concerns student leaching assignments for the fall semester.

Tuesday. March 3. 1964

University To Add
Russian Courses
Starting this summer the University will offer a 10-week course
in elementary Russian. A .successful completion of this course will
entitle a student to enroll in the
intermediate or second year Russian course.
A third year course will be
added to the lunguage curriculum
during the regular school year,
PUni are being made by Dr. Walter 1). Morris, chairman of the
department of German and Russian, to expand the courses into a
full four-year program leading to
a major in Russian language and
literature.
The language department recommend! a Russian minor for students in international studies, with
H core program in Russian affairs,
and for students going into the
study of Russian history.

OMEA Sponsors
District I Auditions
The Ohio Music Kducation Association sponsored the District I
.solo and ensemble auditions for
high schools in the northwest Ohio
district Saturday.
About 2,000 students competed
in 50 different categories, including string, bass, woodwind, percussion, and vocal solos and ensembles. The student competed for
rating which will enable them to
participate in state auditions in
April at either Kent State University or the University of Dayton.

HANS SCHWEIKART

Discussion Groups |
Wallace W. Taylor Jr., dean of
men will be the speaker at the
Cobus meeting tomorrow at 3:30
p.m. in the Pink Dogwood Room.
Dean Taylor's topic will be "My
Observations of the Russian Kconomy." Dean Taylor was among a
group of selected United States
educators who visited Russia late

in I06S.
Mr. Dnryousch Hakim, international study intern from Tehran,
Iran and intern "in residence" at
the United Christian Fellowship
Center, will lead a discussion on
Taoism Tuesday, Feb. ,'i.
The discussion will be on segment of a seminar, "The World
As \\Y See It." The program will
begin at 7:110 p.m., at the UCF
Center.
Daniel II. M. Chan, graduate
student in biology and member of
the Taoist religion, will answer
questions about this faith.

Pins To Pans
Going
Candace Loring, Harmon, pinned
to Gordon T. Morris, Alpha Tau
Omega; Barbara A. Jones, Phi Mu,
to Philip Hoffman, University of
Cincinnati alumnus; Gaye C. Rowswell, Delta Gamma, to Harold D.
Logsdon, Beta Theta Pi; Sandra
M. Smith, Delta Gamma, to Jerry
Strom, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Beloit
College; Lynn K. Weigle, Delta
Gamma, to John W. Lucas, Beta
Theta Pi alumnus.
Kathy M. Oberwagncr, Gamma
Phi Beta, to R. Neal Hall, Kappa
Sigma; Linnea S. Brickcr, Gamma
Phi Beta, to Rodney S. Marshall,
Phi Delta Theta; Sharon A. Granz,
Gamma Phi Beta, to Carl Gerbasi,
Alpha Sigma Phi, Ohio Northern;
Vivian A. Wilson, West, to James
W. McCarthy, Sigma Nu; Roberta
J. Graves, West, to Daniel C. Carpenter, Sigma Nu.
Linda Martinson, Mooney, to
David T. Cotter, Sigma Nu; Karen
L. Baker, Kappa Delta, to Richard
J. Powell, Phi Kappa Tau; Ann L.
Tibbits, Alpha Xi Delta, to Bradford C. Cook, Sigma Chi; Carol A.
Ifelman, Alpha Xi Delta, to Samuel
G. Chimenta, Sigma Chi; Christine
M. Rossetti. Alpha Xi Delta, to
Daniel L. Weller, Phi Delta Theta;
Mala E. Vordenberg, Prout, to
George J. Bowdouris, Sigma Alpha
Kpsilon, alumnus; Joani Jennings,
Chi Omega, to Richard L. Shipman,
Theta Chi; Penni L. West, Delta
Zeta, to David C. Ewing, Alpha Tau
,Omega; Evelyn J. Petkovsek, West
Hall, to Tom Davis, Phi Delta
Theta, Ohio State; Carol E. Ballash, Kappa Delta, to David M.
Haas, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Going
Hetty J. Fry, Alpha Phi, engaged
to Ted K. Gushing, Phi Delta
Theta; Margaret M. Hunt, Alpha
Phi, to Em Ferrara, Sigma Nu
alumnus, Western Reserve Dental
School; Charlotte A. Anderson, Alpha Phi, to James Leei, Delta Kappa Kpsilon alumnus, Kenyon College; Sandra Miller, Alpha Phi, to
Robert J. Joseph, Carnegie Technical Institute alumnus.
Linda L. Ernst, Alpha Phi, to
Charles S. Eberly, Phi Kappa Tau;
Ruth E. Brewer. Kappa Delta, to
Larry A. Bohlendcr, Phi Kappa

Classified
Classified ads can b. obtained at
Ih. BG N.w. office. 101 Unlvsrsllr
Hall or by calling ML 344. at 5c per
woid. Lost and found classifieds are

bee,
LOST: 1964 BGSU class ring. In vicinity ol Union. Reward. Contact Bob
Laramee. 242 Conklln. «t. 475. 34wl(
LOST: Brown eye glasses In brown
case, between Union and University
Hall. Reward, Contact Roger Wilson.
Theta Chi, ext. 401.
34wl(
FOR SALE: 1960 Chevrolet convert!,
ble, white, new top. Need cash—
$1,350. Call 353-1653.
34w2

TAILORED TROUSERS
of an arresting slimness
to capture
compliments

CHURCH

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

S .43
.55
.49
.99
.41
2.19

SHOE

SHOP

PRICES Comparable
to Wholesale
DOT Discount Store
100 So. Main St.

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond ... a
perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of tine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail ®Trade-mark registered.

i:il South Main Street

PIZZA
Ask the next person you see about the
great food at the New Campus View,
featuring the very best pizza in town
at the lowest prices anywhere. Chances
are he's been here already.
OPEN

Tau ;'Lynn A. Knapp, Kappa Delta,
to Thomas W. Simonton, Phi Kappa Tau; Susan I. Laine, Queens
College, Flushing, New York, to
Bernard J. Cohen, Zeta Beta Tau;
Carol A. Koch, Alpha Phi, to Brian
J. Connor, Alpha Tau Omega alumnus; Carol A. Galbavy, North Hall,
to Donald N. Sommer, Phi Kappa
Alpha alumnus; Anna M. Schneider, Alpha Delta Pi, to Bob Peterson, Oberlin College; Virginia L.
Main, Phi Mu, to Roger W. Hume,
United States Naval Academy.
Marilyn J. Reighard, Phi Mu, to
Philip R. Buehrer, Alpha Sigma
Phi, Ohio Northern alumnus; Janice E. Walther, Phi Mu, to Ronald
O. Mong, Phi Kappa Psi alumnus;
Jean A. Wells, Phi Mu, to J. Thomas Pendleton; Julie L. Truitt,
Prout, to J. C. Terry, Dayton;
Kayc A. Schwab, Prout, to Robert
Arkangel, Parma; Diane L. Dalbert, Prout, to Lincoln Weis, Fort
Rucker, Ala.
Christy Grinnel, Alpha Delta Pi,
to John Adams, Rochester, N.Y.;
Gail A. Eakley, Alpha Delta Pi, to
James J. Sullivan, University of
Santa Clara, Calif.; Judith A.
Mathys, Alpha Delta Pi. to Steve
Hunter. Alpha Tau Omega, DePauw University; Sandra S. Gossman. Alpha Delta Pi, to Mike Russel, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Carol L.
Rhea, Delta Gamma, to Mike E.
Harrison. Phi Delta Theta.
Sally J. Williams, Delta Gamma,
to Stuart A. Hughes, Sigma Chi;
Rebecca Ross, Delta Gamma, to
Richard S. Counsellor, Kappa Sigma; Connie L. Gray, Delta Gamma, to R. B. Hawkins, Sigma Chi;
Jacqueline T. Kulas, Delta Gamma, to Dale Webster, Sigma Chi
alumnus; Linda L. Feitz, Delta
Gamma, to Robert Pike, Theta Chi
alumnus; Nancy J. Knapp, Gamma
Phi Beta, to James M. Ryan, Sigma
Chi.
Reta N. Ladd, Gamma Phi Beta,
to Edward Quinn, Ohio State University; Sara J. Stutz, Gamma Phi
Beta, to John Kirby, Phi Delta
Theta alumnus; Janet James, Gamma Phi Beta, to Richard J. Shctzer, Alpha Tau Omega; Joan E.
Winton, Gamma Phi Beta, to Carrol Lovett, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Ohio Northern alumnus.

CAMPUS VIEW
RESTAURANT
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Pleose send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement ond Wedding" and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings,"
both for only 25c. Also send special offer of beoutiful 44
page Bride's Book.

I
I New.

Traditional
Outfitters

Phone 352-5241

n

I HOW TO PUN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

This establishment has those handsomely
crafted trousers that do full credit to the
best in sport jackets. In line with the best
tradition, they may be chosen in colors
light or dark.
From $4.95
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Clothes
fUcK
I BOWUNG GREEN. OHIO

Gentlemen
and
Ladies
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